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Foreword

In the last ten years prison numbers in Britain have risen at an unprecedented rate. We have the highest prison population in Western Europe and are locking up more and more people who 12 years ago would have served non-custodial sentences. 65% of prisoners are serving less than 12 months. If imprisonment continues at the same rate the government intends to charge the taxpayer upwards of £3 billion to cover more prison places.

It is within this context that the Make Justice Work campaign has come into formation – we must scrutinise whether the criminal justice system is in fact serving the needs of the public and victims.

Make Justice Work has been established in response to an overwhelming concern that the public are lacking the opportunity to engage in any kind of rational and informed debate around the benefits of community sentencing. The system is failing everyone: the public, victims and offenders.

Having worked in and around prisons for over 15 years, too often I have seen excellent work with offenders being disrupted because they are shunted in and out of the prison system for short periods of time. Much of this work can be done more effectively with offenders in the community – prison is simply not the place to get low level, non-violent offenders away from criminal behaviour. We are not suggesting spending less on sanctions: The reality is that prison does little to reduce the number of victims and does virtually nothing to reduce re-offending for those on short sentences. Community sentences, however, in comparison are more effective and offer substantial cost savings. This is where money should be diverted.

This independent report by Matrix Knowledge, commissioned by the Make Justice Work campaign, outlines for the first time the cost-benefits of sentencing low-level, non-violent offenders to community based alternatives to prison. The research also analyses the level of re-offending related to short-term prison sentences in comparison to community based alternatives. The report findings are at times staggering.

The research reveals that the majority of community sentences provide similar or better value for money and effectiveness than short-term prison sentences. Furthermore, when looking at prisoners with drug problems the comparative savings and effectiveness provided by community based sentences rise massively. Diverting one offender from custody to residential drug treatment would save society approximately £200,000 over the lifetime of the offender. Tellingly, this figure not only includes capital cost savings for the state but savings to society in terms of both reduced financial costs and reduced pain and suffering.
Make Justice Work, using this robust research as a starting block, is aiming to significantly change the public perception of short-term prison sentences and inform the public through the media about the comparative costs and inefficiency of locking up low-level, non-violent offenders. The present system is simply not working. Now is the time for change. We must start diverting more low-level offenders to community based sentences: the alternative is more prisoners, more prisons, more tax payers’ money, more crime and critically, more victims.

Roma Hooper
Director, Make Justice Work
Make Justice Work: Are short term prison sentences an efficient use of public resources?
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1.0 Summary

Matrix Knowledge Group was commissioned by the Make Justice Work campaign to undertake an independent assessment of whether short-term prison sentences (12 months or less) are an effective and efficient use of public resources.

In response to this challenge, two sets of analyses are presented in this paper. First, brand new analysis is presented for the first time that estimates the economic impact expected from diverting offenders from short-term prison sentences to community sentences. Second, the paper summarises the analysis of the costs and benefits of alternative sentences undertaken by Matrix Knowledge Group in 2007/8 (Matrix, 2007; Marsh and Fox, 2008).

The economic impact incorporated in this analysis includes not only the cost of implementing different sentences, but also the economic impact of the crimes committed during and after alternative sentences. The economic impact of a crime includes the cost to the criminal justice system of responding to a crime, the healthcare costs of treating the victim of a crime, the victim’s financial cost of a crime, and the pain and suffering experienced by the victim of a crime.

Our analyses suggest that the majority of community sentences provide similar or better value for money and effectiveness than short-term prison sentences. Residential drug treatment and intensive supervision with drug treatment produce significant cost savings to society when compared with custody. That is, diversion from custody to these interventions would result in net savings to society.

Specifically:
- Diverting one offender from custody to residential drug treatment would save society approximately £200,000 over the lifetime of the offender.
- Diverting one offender from custody to intensive supervision with drug treatment would save society approximately £60,000 over the lifetime of the offender

These cost savings include not only the lower cost of implementing the sentences, but also the costs avoided due to reduced re-offending as a result of these non-custodial sentences. Amongst others, the costs saved by diverting one offender from custody to residential drug treatment include:
- £112,000 avoided by people who would otherwise have been victims of crime, due to both reduced financial costs and reduced pain and suffering.
- £75,000 avoided by the Criminal Justice System due to reduced intervention costs and having to respond to fewer crimes.
- £13,000 avoided by the NHS as a result of having to respond to fewer crimes.

During 2007, the last year for which figures are available, it is estimated that there were a total of 7,873 prisoners given sentences of less than 12 months who were drug users.
and who could have instead been offered these alternative sentences - 9.2% of all offenders who were given custodial sentences. Had they been given these alternative sentences, our analysis suggests this would have resulted in significantly reduced re-offending and intervention costs.

It is estimated that society would have saved almost £1 billion had those drug-using offenders sentenced to 12 months or less in 2007 instead been given residential drug treatment. The annual cost savings for the first six years post sentencing would have been £60-100 million.

The recent rise in the prison population means that the efficiency of alternative sentencing options is a matter of particular importance to policy makers. Prison populations are on the rise in a number of western countries. In the USA the prison population rose from 1,585,586 in 1995 (a rate of 600 per 100,000) to 2,135,335 in 2004 (a rate of 723 per 100,000). By 2007 this figure had risen to 2,319,258 (a rate of 750 per 100,000), and the Pew Center on the States (2008: 5) reported that “more than 1 in 100 adults are now locked up in America”. At the time of writing the prison population in the UK had exceeded 83,000 (Prison Reform Trust 2008).

It is in response to these increases in demand for prison places that the Government is planning its prison building programme; increasing the prison rate of England and Wales from 153 per 100,000 people to 178 per 100,000 people, the highest rate in Western Europe (Prison Reform Trust, 2008). This prison building programme will come with a large price tag – which the government estimates to be £2.3 billion – a cost that has yet to be factored into the above calculations. That is, the analysis summarised above suggests that custody is an inefficient use of public funds compared to some alternative sentences even before the large capital costs of prison builds are considered.

This paper provides evidence on the costs and benefits of alternative sentencing programmes; evidence that is crucial to informing decisions and ensuring that public resources are used in the most effective way possible. Such evidence is already routinely applied in decisions on whether to provide drugs on the NHS, and it is important that similar high standards of evidence generation are also applied in criminal justice. Current plans to expand the prison estate mean that it is a good time to ask whether sending offenders to prison is a good use of public resources; and how far the alternatives offer better value for money.

The remainder of this paper presents in more detail the analysis summarised above.
2.0 Method

A cost benefit analysis (CBA) generally comprises three elements: an estimate of the cost of the intervention; an estimate of the effect of the intervention; and an estimate of the monetary value of the effect.

Estimating the cost of sentences

A review of existing studies was undertaken to identify the economic cost of implementing prison and non-prison sentences. Detail of the review is available in Marsh and Fox (2008). Equation 1 summarises the analysis undertaken to estimate the cost savings of community sentences compared to custodial sentences:

\[
\text{InterventionCost}_i = (\text{Cost}_i \times \text{Length}_i) - (\text{CostCustody} \times \text{LengthCust}_i) \quad (1)
\]

Where InterventionsCost\(_i\) is the incremental cost of intervention \(i\) compared to standard prison, Cost\(_i\) is the annual cost of intervention \(i\) (source: review of economic data), Length\(_i\) is the average length of intervention \(i\) (source: RDS NOMS, 2007), CostCustody is the annual cost of a standard prison (source: review of economic data), and LengthCust\(_i\) is the average length of a standard prison sentence (source: RDS NOMS, 2007).

Estimating the effect of sentences on re-offending

A Rapid Evidence Assessment (REA) of effectiveness studies was undertaken. This identified the change in re-offending resulting from moving an offender from a standard prison sentence to an alternative sentence. Detail on the search strategy, and inclusion criteria adopted by the REA are available in Marsh and Fox (2008). The studies included in the review had to employ an experimental research design that was scored three or above on the Maryland Scale of Methodological Rigour (Sherman et al, 1997), with a group receiving a standard prison sentence and a group receiving an alternative sentence. Effect sizes were calculated as odds ratios using Comprehensive Meta-Analysis. A random effects meta-analysis was undertaken to estimate an overall effect size from the data collected for each combination of sentencing options.

Estimating the monetary value of effects

An economic model was constructed to transform the data on change in short-term re-offending into a monetary estimate of the benefit of alternatives to custodial sentences over the lifetime of offenders. All costs were calculated in 2007 prices. The analysis estimated change in offending both during and post sentence. This section reports the
method employed to estimate the change in offending post sentence. Further detail of the analysis is available in Marsh and Fox (2008).

The change in the cost of crime if an offender is diverted from prison to an alternative sentence was calculated as follows:

$$\text{ChangeCostPost}_i = \text{LifetimeCost}_i \times \text{Effect}_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where $\text{ChangeCostPost}_i$ is change in the costs of crime post sentence as a result of diverting an offender from prison to intervention $i$, $\text{LifetimeCost}_i$ is the cost of crime post-release from prison if those offenders diverted to intervention $i$ had instead been given a prison sentence (source: equation 3), and $\text{Effect}_i$ is the relative risk of re-offending with intervention $i$ compared to prison (source: effectiveness review, above).

Equation 3 summarises the function used to calculate the baseline cost of re-offending:

$$\text{LifetimeCost}_i = \sum_{s=1}^{S} \text{ChanceOffence}_{is} \times \text{LifetimeCost}_s$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Where $\text{LifetimeCost}_i$ is the lifetime cost of crime committed post release from prison of those offenders who could be diverted to alternative intervention $i$, $\text{ChanceOffence}_{is}$ is the proportion of offenders currently sentenced to intervention $i$ who have been sentenced for committing offence $s$ (source: RDS NOMS, 2007), and $\text{LifetimeCost}_s$ is the lifetime cost of crime post-release if the offender had been sentenced to prison for offence $s$ (from equation 4).

The total cost of crime committed post-release from prison until the age of 50 years is given by equation 4:

$$\text{LifetimeCost}_s = \sum_{y=1}^{25} \frac{\text{ValueCrime}_{s} \times \text{NumberCrime}_{sy}}{(1 + DR)^{y-1}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Where $\text{LifetimeCost}_s$ is the cost of crime post-release from prison until the age of 50 years for offenders sentenced for offence $s$ and released at the age of 25 years, $\text{NumberCrime}_{sy}$ is the number of crimes committed in year $y$ by offenders released from prison after being sentenced for offence $s$ (from equation 5), $\text{ValueCrime}_{s}$ is the average value of a crime committed post-release for offenders released after being sentenced for offence $s$ (from equation 6), and $\text{DR}$ is the discount.
rate. In line with Green Book guidance (H.M. Treasury, 2003), a discount rate of 3.5% was employed in the analysis.

Equation 5 shows the function used to calculate this baseline level of re-offending post release from prison:

\[ \text{NumberCrime}_{xy} = \text{ConvictChance}_{s} \times \text{ConvictAve} \times \text{OffConvict} \times \text{CrimeRatio}_y \]  

(5)

Where \( \text{NumberCrime}_{xy} \) is the number of crimes committed in year \( y \) by offender in prison for offence type \( s \), \( \text{ConvictChance}_{s} \) is the chance that an offender in prison for offence type \( s \) is convicted of any offence in the year following release (source: Cuncliffe and Sheperd, 2007), \( \text{ConvictAve} \) is the average number of convictions in the first year post release per adult male offender convicted (source: RDS NOMS, 2007), \( \text{OffConvict} \) is the number of offences committed per conviction, and \( \text{CrimeRatio}_y \) is the ratio of the number of crimes committed in year \( y \) (where \( y=1 \) corresponds with the first year of release when the offender is 25 years old) and the number of crimes committed at the age of 25 years (source: Farrington et al, 2006).

Equation 6 summarises the function used to calculate the average value of a crime:

\[ \text{ValueCrime}_s = \sum_{r=1}^{R} \sum_{o=1}^{O} \text{OffenceDist}_{os} \times \text{CostCrime}_{or} \]  

(6)

Where \( \text{ValueCrime}_s \) is the average value of a crime committed post-release from prison by an offender sentenced for offence \( s \), \( \text{OffenceDist}_{os} \) is the chance that a crime committed by an offender released from prison for offence \( s \) will be a particular crime type \( o \) (source: RDS NOMS, 2007), and \( \text{CostCrime}_{or} \) is the cost of resource type \( r \) associated with offence \( o \) (source: Dubourg et al, 2005).

The analysis was run from a societal perspective, where resource type \( r \) included defensive expenditure, insurance costs, criminal justice costs, NHS costs, property stolen and not recovered, property damaged, lost output and the physical and psychological suffering of the victim. Box 1 provides more detail on the content of the estimates of the cost of crime.
Box 1: The cost of crime

The Home Office estimates of the cost of crime (Dubourg et al, 2005) employed in this research comprise the following costs:

1. **Costs in anticipation of a crime**, including: defensive expenditure, such as home security, and insurance administration. Estimates of defensive expenditure were derived from a number of data sources, including estimates in the British Crime Survey (BCS) on ownership of security products and their cost, and information from the British Security Industries Association on the market size of various security products and services. Estimate of insurance administration included the commission and expenses incurred by insurers, which were taken from the Association of British Insurers ‘Insurance Statistics Yearbook 1988-1998’.

2. **Costs as a consequence of a crime**, including: costs to health and victim services; property lost and damaged; lost output; and the physical and psychological costs to the victim. A number of elements of the cost of the consequences of a crime were estimated based on responses to the BCS, including: the value of the property stolen, recovered, damaged, and destroyed, as well as lost output (time off work). Costs of victim services were based on an analysis of the Home Office grant for victim services. Costs of health services were based on estimates of the cost of health services as a result of road accidents produced by the then DETR.

   Perhaps the most methodologically challenging of the cost estimates is the physical and psychological cost of crime to the victim. The method employed comprised three steps (Dolan et al, 2005). First, the expected prevalence and duration of the physical and psychological effects of crimes were identified from the BCS and other sources. Second, these effects were converted into Quality Adjusted Life Years (QALYs) – a standardised measure of health. Finally, the QALYs lost were converted into monetary values based on work by Carthy et al. (1999).

3. **Costs of responding to a crime**, including police activity, court costs, probation and prison costs. Court costs associated with different crime types were taken from the Home Office’ own estimates (Harris, 1999). Sentence costs were calculated from Home Office data on the types of disposal received for different offence types, the average length of these sentences, and the unit cost of sentences. Police costs per crime were estimated by attributing police budgets to crime types (using police activity data) and then dividing total budget per crime type by the total number of incidences of that crime type.
Estimating total cost savings

Estimates were produced of the number of offenders serving custodial sentences of 12 months or less for whom the costs and benefits of alternatives sentences would apply. This number was used to estimate the annual costs and benefits had these offenders been given these alternative sentences. This calculation was undertaken for those alternative sentences with a net benefit that was statistically significantly different from that for custody.

In 2007 there were 55,443 adult offenders sentenced to custodial sentences of 12 months or less, or 65% of all sentences (Ministry of Justice, 2008).

Drug-treatment interventions were found to have a net benefit that was statistically significantly different from custody, including:

- Residential drug treatment: The proportion of adult offenders on short sentences who were drug using offenders and who could be given an alternative sentence of residential drug treatment was estimated at 8.9%\(^1\). Consequently, it was estimated that 4,934 offenders who were sentenced in 2007 could have been given residential drug treatment.

- Intensive supervision\(^2\) with drug treatment: The proportion of adult offenders on short sentences who were drug using offenders and who could be given an alternative sentence of intensive supervision in combination with drug treatment was estimated at 5.3%\(^3\). Consequently, it was estimated that 2,938 offenders who were sentenced in 2007 could have been given intensive supervision with drug treatment.

Therefore, it is estimated that 9.2% of those offenders sentenced to prison sentences in 2007 (or 7,873 offenders) could have been offered community sentences that would have been more efficient at reducing re-offending.

---

\(^1\) It was assumed that those offenders on short sentences for robbery, burglary and theft (30.8%, MoJ (2008)) could be given an alternative sentence of intensive supervision, and that 29% of this group were drug using offenders and could thus be given intensive supervision with drug treatment (the proportion of arrestees reporting opiate use, Stevens et al (2005)).

\(^2\) Including intensive supervision programmes and electronic modelling.

\(^3\) It was assumed that those offenders on short sentences for violence against the person (18.3%, MoJ (2008)) could be given an alternative sentence of intensive supervision, and that 29% of this group were drug using offenders and could thus be given intensive supervision with drug treatment (the proportion of arrestees reporting opiate use, Stevens et al (2005)).
3.0 Findings

Figure 1 summarises the net benefit per offender of redirecting an offender from a standard custodial sentence to a community sentence. It includes the mean net benefit and the 95% confidence interval of the net benefit estimate. The latter estimate is an indication of the range within which we are certain the net benefit estimates is located. Consequently, a 95% confidence interval range that crosses zero suggests that we cannot be certain whether the alternative sentence is more or less efficient than prison. A positive net benefit indicates an overall cost saving to society, based on changes in sentencing cost and the cost of re-offending.

Figure 1 demonstrates that, of the seven community sentences for which data was available, six had a mean net benefit that was positive. That is, redirecting an offender from a custodial sentence to one of these community sentences would produce a net benefit to society. In each instance, this net benefit comprises the reduced cost of the intervention, and a reduction in the cost of offending post-sentence. These benefits are sufficient to offset the increased cost of offending during the sentence. The exception to this rule is community supervision, which the evidence suggests is associated with an increase in offending post-sentence, and consequently has a negative net benefit when compared with custody.

Figure 1: Discounted net benefit per offender or community sentence types, compared with standard custodial sentence. Mean and 95% confidence interval (£, 2007).

For two of the interventions both the lower and upper 95% confidence intervals were positive. That is, we can say with statistical certainty that two of the community interventions produced positive net benefits when compared with prison – residential
drug treatment and intensive supervision with drug treatment demonstrated statistically significant reductions in re-offending and consequently achieve positive net benefits. The other five community interventions have costs and benefits that are not statistically significantly different from custody.

Diversion from custody to residential drug treatment produces a cost saving to society of approximately £200,000 per offender. Specifically, the types of residential drug treatment identified in the literature include programmes designed to divert non-violent drug using offenders into community-based facilities. The programmes involve the use of intensive and individual group counselling, and the using the dynamics of communal living, to teach positive personal and social values and behaviour. Diversion from custody to intensive supervision with drug treatment produces a cost saving of approximately £60,000 per offender.

Figure 2 shows the annual cost savings produced if those offenders given a custodial sentence of twelve months or less in 2007 had been diverted to either residential drug treatment or intensive supervision with drug treatment where appropriate. It demonstrates that large annual cost savings are produced, including:

- Residential drug treatment: £60-£100 million per annum for the first six years post sentencing.
- Intensive supervision with drug treatment: £20 million per annum for the first five years after the end of the sentence.

Figure 2: Discounted annual societal cost savings associated with diversion from custodial to non-custodial sentences (£, 2007)
The annual savings associated with community sentences reduce as offenders’ rate of re-offending reduces as they get older. However, the annual cost savings associated with diversion to residential drug treatment remains in the £20-£40 million range for more than 20 years post sentencing. The total cost saving associated with providing residential drug treatment in place of custody is approximately £980 million over the lifetime of offenders.

In the first year post sentence, diversion to intensive supervision with drug treatment results in greater costs to society than custody. This is the result of a higher level of offending offsetting the lower intervention cost. This increase in costs is not observed for residential drug treatment, as the lower intervention cost is sufficient to offset the higher cost of offending.

**Box 2: Summary of findings**

- Diversion from custody to residential drug treatment produces a lifetime cost saving to society of approximately £200,000 per offender.
- Diversion from custody to intensive supervision with drug treatment produces a lifetime cost saving of approximately £60,000 per offender.
- £980 million would have been saved if those offenders given a custodial sentence of twelve months or less in 2007 had instead been diverted to residential drug treatment.
- If those offenders given a custodial sentence of twelve months or less in 2007 had instead been diverted to residential drug treatment, an annual cost saving of £60-£100 million per annum would have been made for the first six years post sentencing.
- If those offenders given a custodial sentence of twelve months or less in 2007 had instead been diverted to intensive supervision with drug treatment, an annual cost saving of £20 million per annum would have been made for the first five years post sentencing.
4.0 Discussion

The analysis presented in this paper suggests that a number of community-based sentencing options are more effective and more efficient than standard prison sentences. Diverting drug using offenders from custody to residential drug treatment or intensive supervision with drug treatment would produce net savings to society; both in terms of public sector costs avoided and reduced victim costs. A number of other community sentences are associated with re-offending rates no different from those observed with custodial sentences. It is estimated that society would have saved almost £1 billion had those drug using offenders sentenced to 12 months or less in 2007 instead been given residential drug treatment.

There are a number of important caveats to the above conclusion. First, despite efforts to focus the analysis on UK-based studies, much of the data on the relative effectiveness of sentencing options was taken from US-based studies. Furthermore, there is evidence that the effect data identified in the literature is subject to publication bias which would tend to favour non-custodial sentences.

Second, it was necessary to make a number of simplifying assumptions when constructing the economic model. For instance, the model employs post-release reconviction rates for average offenders to construct the baseline offending rate—the offending rate associated with standard prison sentences. However, it is likely that the decision to employ sentencing options other than prison will apply to offenders with a lower than average likelihood of re-offending. The model also assumes a zero decay rate in the effect of the sentencing options. That is, it is assumed that any reduction in offending with, for instance, drug treatment compared with standard prison identified in the short term by effectiveness studies will be maintained for the lifetime of the offender. This assumption will obviously overestimate the effect of the alternatives to standard prison sentences. The analysis suggests that the conclusions are not very sensitive to estimates of intervention effect, baseline re-offending rate and decay rate impact. This provides some reassurance regarding the validity of the conclusions despite the above caveats. However, it is important to acknowledge these caveats, and any further work in this area should seek to address them.

Third, the analysis focuses on the incapacitation and rehabilitation effects of sentencing options. That is, a number of benefits associated with criminal justice interventions are not included in the analysis, namely the deterrent effect and the ‘retribution value’ of different sentence options. There is little evidence in the literature on the relative size of these effects for different sentence options (Marsh et al, 2009). Further research is required to determine whether custody produces these benefits to a greater or lesser extent than community sentences, and whether these effects mean that custody can be considered an efficient use of public resources.
Fourth, the estimates of the effectiveness and efficiency of alternative sentences do not apply to all offenders in custody. However, there is limited evidence on how the effect estimates identified in the literature apply to the current cohort of offenders in custody in the UK. The effect studies themselves provide limited detail on the nature of the offenders studied. Furthermore, the current sentencing guidelines and the data on the characteristics of the custodial population provide limited evidence on which offenders the effect data could be applied.

The paper uses estimates of the proportion of offenders reporting the use of opiates on arrest to estimate the proportion of the custodial population who offend as a result of their drug use, and who could thus benefit from drug treatment programmes. However, the relationship between offending and drug use is far from clear. That is, while drug treatment is likely to reduce re-offending to the extent that offending is caused by drug use, those offenders who use opiates do not necessarily offend because of their opiate use.

Stevens et al (2005:1) review the literature on the relationship between drug use and crime and conclude that "many current claims on drug-related crime overstate the amount of crime that is caused by drug use and the precision of our knowledge of this link". Specifically, the causal relationship between drug use and crime is not clear. While the need to raise funds to support a drug habit may in some circumstances be the cause of crime, it is also possible that the causal relationship may run in the opposite direction, or that both crime and drug use are the manifestation of socio-economic deprivation. Thus, those offenders who use opiates do not necessarily offend because of their opiate use. Their opiate use and offending may have a more complex relationship. Further research is required to understand how the results of studies of the effect of alternative sentences could be applied to the UK custodial population.
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